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Lack of thermodynamic equilibrium in conjugated organic molecular thin films
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We show that the observation by photoemission spectroscopy of a finite density of occupied states at the
Fermi-level on a film of a conjugated organic material~para-sexiphenyl! in which alkali metal atoms have
been intercalated does not necessarily imply metallicity nor the presence of negative polarons~radical anions!.
The combination of ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy and Kelvin probe measurements rules out the
presence of surface photovoltage, and reveals that the substrate and the surface of the organic film are not in
thermodynamic equilibrium.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The physics and chemistry of interfaces between con
gated organic materials~COMs! and inorganic materials, es
pecially metals, have been given particular attention, as
tually every property of such interfaces is crucial to dev
performance and stability.1,2 Ultraviolet photoemission spec
troscopy~UPS! is routinely used to obtain information on th
electronic structure and energy level alignment at orga
metal interfaces,2,3 and the conclusions drawn from the
experiments have a considerable impact on our underst
ing of such interfaces and on the implementation of n
strategies towards improved device structures. However,
complexity of electronic and structural processes that t
place in molecular materials upon excitations, e.g., relaxa
and polarization phenomena in the presence of exc
charges, is considerable, and requires the utmost care t
certain the reliability of conclusions drawn from techniqu
such as photoemission spectroscopy.

Several groups have reported the presence of a finite
sity of valence states~DOVS! measured by UPSat or even
abovethe Fermi level (EF) following the deposition of smal
amounts of metal on an organic film.4–8 Whereas pristine
organic materials do not have gap states, such states ca
introduced by chemical interaction with, or charge trans
from, metal atoms. In particular, alkali and alkaline-ea
metal atoms can transfer electrons to unfilled molecular
bitals of the COM. The subsequent structural and electro
changes in the organic molecule lead to gap states usu
described in terms of negative polarons~radical anions! and
bipolarons ~dianions! for nondegenerate ground-sta
COMs.9–11 However, the reported presence of filled statesat
or above EF is peculiar and has not been convincingly e
plained. It has occasionally been attributed to the presenc
polarons in the sample~generally at low metal concentra
tions!, and the shift of these states belowEF , which gener-
ally occurs at higher metal concentration, has been attribu
to the formation of bipolarons.4,5 Little attention has been
paid to the fact that samples with a DOVS atEF ~at a suffi-
ciently high doping level! should exhibit metallic properties
and that no attempt to elucidate this issue has been mad
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these cases. An alternative explanation, put forth by Ko
and co-workers,12,13 invokes the fact that many COMs, poly
mer or small molecules, are nearly insulating, wide ene
gap materials (Eg.2 eV) with low concentration of defect
(,1015 cm23),14–16 and that thermodynamic equilibrium
between substrate and metal-induced surface electronic s
may not always be established.

For a pristine molecular film, the alignment of molecul
levels with respect to the Fermi level of the substrate is seat
the interfaceand the molecular levels are generallyflat
throughout the film,3 at least for film thicknesses smaller tha
;20–50 nm. The deposition of metal atoms induces new
states, the position of which in the gap is defined by
nature of the metal atom-molecule interaction and by
molecular reorganization. Figure 1~a! shows the schematic
energy diagram for the case where the Fermi level repres
a meaningful equilibrium across the film. At thermodynam
equilibrium, the upper gap state is belowEF , inducing a
shift of all molecular levels with respect to the pristin
sample, where the energy levels were flat. The precise sh
of themolecular level bendinginside the film is unknown. It
can be straight and slanted, as represented here for a
depleted of charges, or could exhibit a more standard sp
charge region shape encountered in doped semiconduc
The shape, however, is irrelevant for the present discuss
The hypothetical situation of a lack of thermodynamic eq
librium is illustrated in Fig. 1~b!, which, due to the low con-
centration of free charge carriers in the pristine material,
plains the absence of molecular level bending upon m
deposition and the apparently random position of the g
states with respect to the Fermi level of the metal substr
In the case depicted here, the DOVS from the upper fil
gap state overlaps the position of the Fermi level measu
from the metal substrate~dotted line!.

Alternatively, the absence of thermodynamic equilibriu
could result from surface photovoltage~SPV!, a phenom-
enon which has been shown to be significant in photoem
sion on low doped, wide-gap inorganic semiconductor s
faces and interfaces.17–19 In SPV, secondary charge carrie
generated by the photoemission process in the bulk of
film accumulate near the surface, leading to a steady-s
©2003 The American Physical Society30-1
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electric field which modifies the built-in electric field an
shifts all levels to a nonequilibrium position.

To investigate these various possibilities, we carry
here a combined photoemission–Kelvin probe~KP! experi-
ment on an already well studied organic-metal system.
electroluminescent oligomerpara-sexiphenyl@6P, C36H26;
chemical structure shown in Fig. 1~c!# ~Refs. 20 and 21! is
chosen as the conjugated organic material because its
tronic structure is well understood.7,22,23Furthermore, alkali
and alkaline-earth metal atoms intercalated in 6P films have
been shown to react to give exclusively bipolarons, even
metal/6P ratios as low as 1% of the saturatio
concentration.12,22,24,25We investigate the gap states induc
by the deposition of cesium, their binding energy with r
spect toEF , and the sample work function, with and witho
ultraviolet radiation. A straightforward conclusion on th
presence of DOVS atEF in photoemission emerges from th
comparison of the work functions measured by UPS and

II. EXPERIMENT

Sample preparation, UPS, and KP measurements w
made in an ultrahigh vacuum system comprising interc
nected preparation and analysis chambers. Thin films ofP
were evaporated in the preparation chamber from a re
tively heated pinhole-source at a pressure lower than
31029 mbar. The substrates consisted of 500-Å films
polycrystalline gold deposited on silicon wafers pre-coa
with a thin layer of chromium. The 6P thickness was moni-
tored with a quartz microbalance placed next to the substr

FIG. 1. Schematic energy level diagram for an organic fi
~COM! on a metallic substrate, showing the HOMO~black bar!, the
LUMO ~gray bar!, and metal adatom~M!-induced gap states on th
surface:~a! thermodynamic equilibrium, and~b! nonequilibrium.
Evac indicates the position of the vacuum level. In~a! the dashed
line represents the position ofEF throughout the whole sample i
thermodynamic equilibrium. In~b!, the dotted line represents th
energy position ofEF determined on the metal substrate.~c! chemi-
cal structure of 6P.
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Cs was evaporated from a thoroughly degassed SAES S.
alkali metal dispenser. The pressure remained below
310210 mbar during Cs dosing and KP measurements,
below 3310210 mbar during UPS. KP measurements we
performed in complete darkness. UPS was performed w
the HeI radiation ~21.22 eV! of a discharge lamp. The
vacuum level of the film was determined from the onset
photoemission with the sample biased negatively at23 V to
clear the work function of the analyzer. The energy reso
tion in UPS was 120 meV, determined from the width~80–
20 % intensity! of the gold Fermi-edge. X-ray photoelectro
spectroscopy~XPS! with unfiltered AlKa radiation was per-
formed to determine the stoichiometry of samples with ma
mum intercalation level. The photoelectron cross-section v
ues forC(1s) and Cs(3d) core levels were taken from th
literature.26 The photoelectron take-off angle was chang
between 15° and 75° in order to investigate possible varia
in stoichiometry for different probing depths.27 The samples
were kept at room temperature throughout all prepara
and measurement steps. We estimate that the experim
error made in the evaluation of the Cs/6P ratio is ;10%.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The low binding energy valence spectrum of a 250-Å 6P
film deposited on Au is displayed as the topmost curve
Fig. 2. The centroids of the highest occupied molecular
bital ~HOMO! and HOMO-1 peaks are found at 2.5 and 3
eV, respectively. The leading edge of the HOMO peak is
2.0 eV below the Fermi level of the metal (EF). From the
position of the secondary electron cutoff~not shown here!,
which gives the position of the vacuum level, we determ
the first ionization energy and the work function of the 6P
film to be 6.1 and 4.1 eV respectively. These values are
very good agreement with published values of the 6P ion-
ization energy7,23 and of the energy difference between t
HOMO andEF for 6P on Au.12,28

Also shown in Figure 2 is the evolution of the spectra
the 6P valence orbitals and gap as a function of increas
Cs intercalation level~IL !. We define an IL of 100% when
further exposure to Cs does not change the photoemis
spectrum. Lower ILs are defined with respect to an IL

FIG. 2. Low binding energy region of the 6P valence spectrum
as a function of Cs intercalation level~IL !. 100% represents the
maximum Cs concentration, i.e., two Cs atoms per 6P molecule.
0-2
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100%, proportionally to the time of exposure. The analy
of the XPS data~not presented here!, using the cross-sectio
mentioned above, show that an IL of 100% corresponds
two Cs atoms per6P molecule, regardless of the photoelec
tron take-off angle. This shows that, within the depth prob
by XPS ~;20–40 Å!, the stoichiometry of the sample i
homogeneous. The lines in the figure mark the energy s
of the HOMO of still unreacted 6P molecules; all other pho
toemission features corresponding to unreacted 6P exhibit
the same rigid shift toward higher binding energy. On t
intensity scale of Fig. 2, new gap states can be observed
an IL of 7% and upwards. Their binding energy shift follow
that of the features of unreacted molecules. For an IL
100%, the gap states are centered at 3.0 and 0.9 eV b
EF . They are identified as the relaxed HOMO and stabiliz
filled lowest unoccupied molecular orbital~LUMO!, respec-
tively, of 6P due to electron transfer from Cs.22,24,25These
four ILs are sufficient for the present discussion, as m
detailed studies of the same system have been prese
elsewhere.22,25

A close-up of the near-EF energy region of the spectrum
for an IL of 1% and 7% is shown in Fig. 3. The dotted cur
corresponds to a spectrum from pristine 6P shifted in energy
to correct for the change in sample work function and al
the peaks of unreacted 6P. The superposition of the two
curves shows that the new low binding energy photoemiss
feature of reacted 6P molecules is detectable for an IL o
1%. This feature iscenteredat EF , leaving a significant
fraction of occupied states aboveEF . The IL curve of the
7% also shows a finite intensity atEF ~this is a true emission
as instrumental broadening is too small to account for
overlap!. Features other than the one atEF in the upper curve
of Fig. 3 stem from photoelectrons excited from deeper
lence states by the HeIb satellite photon line~23.09 eV!.

Changes in sample work function~Df! were measured by
~i! recording the shift in secondary electron cutoff in UPS29

and ~ii ! measuring the contact potential difference betwe
sample and KP tip in complete darkness. These data are
ted in Fig. 4 as a function of the IL. The two measureme
are in excellent agreement~within the;0.1 eV experimental
error! throughout the range of exposure. The small~<0.1
eV! offset between KP and UPS data for ILs of 1%, 7%, a

FIG. 3. Close-up of the gap and nearEF region of 6P for ILs
equal to 1% and 7%, showing the finite DOVS atEF . The dotted
curve represents the spectrum of pristine 6P, shifted to make up for
the work function change.
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50% is due to the time-delay between the two measureme
Cs diffusion continues on the time scale of our experimen
procedure, leading to a continued decrease of sample w
function. Additional UPS measurements following the K
measurements yield the sameDf value as obtained by KP
Thus the error bar in the figure is asymmetrically extend
towards a lower work function. The sample work functio
for an IL of 100% is 2.7 eV.

These experimental results lead to the following interp
tation. The stoichiometry of two Cs atoms per 6P molecule
at an IL of 100% is consistent with the fact that Cs interc
lation leads to negative bipolarons of 6P only. The analysis
of the two new gap states~relaxed HOMO and filled, stabi-
lized LUMO! at a low IL reveals no change in their linesha
or energy position relative to each other and relative to
ergy levels from unreacted 6P as a function of the IL~also
see Refs. 7, 12 and 25!. Thus, the gap states originate fro
the same species, i.e., bipolaron, throughout the full dep
tion sequence, as the negative polaron would be expecte
have a different relative binding energy.30 Note also that
solid-state cyclo-voltammetry experiments on 6P show that
the first reduction is due to a two-electron transfer, indicat
the immediate formation of dianions~bipolarons!.31

Furthermore, it has been shown that the presence
DOVS at EF for alkali metal- or Ca-intercalated 6P films
depends directly on the organic film thickness and on
initial work function of the substrate. The experimental fin
ings of three separate studies are schematically depicte
Fig. 5 as a summary of energy positions of the metal-indu
low binding energy gap state relative toEF measured at low

FIG. 4. Change in sample work function~Df! vs intercalation
level measured for Cs-intercalated 6P with UPS and KP.

FIG. 5. Schematic energy level diagram of the low binding e
ergy gap state~induced by the charge transfer from metal atoms! for
6P films at low ILs of Cs~left!, Ca~middle!, and K~right!. The 6P
thickness and the substrate~SS...stainless steel! are noted below the
respective examples.
0-3
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ILs. The left part of the figure shows that the Cs-induc
DOVS in the 6P gap isbelow EF when the thickness of the
organic film is<80 Å,25 whereas it isat EF in the present
case with a 6P thickness of 250 Å. The middle part illus
trates the case of calcium~Ca! on 6P, where statesat EF are
measured when alarge work functionsubstrate like Au is
used, which raises the pristine 6P levels relative to the Ferm
level of the metal and gives a pristine 6P work function of
4.2 eV. On the other hand, the states arebelow EF when a
low work functionsubstrate like Ca is used, which lowers t
pristine 6P levels relative to the Fermi level of the metal an
gives a pristine 6P work function of 3.4 eV.12 Finally, the
right hand part summarizes the case of potassium~K! on 6P.
This case is similar to the one described for Ca, but theP
films are of comparable thickness~;300 Å! for the high and
low work function substrates~Au and Cs, respectively!. In
line with the abovementioned results, the K-induced DO
is found below EF for the low work function substrate Cs
and at EF for the high work function Au substrate.32 Thus,
for thin organic films, or when the work function of th
pristine organic film is small, no DOVS is observed at
aboveEF at any given IL, confirming that bipolarons onl
are formed in the organic film. A summary of the observ
tions discussed above is given in Table I. In the case of 6P,
the transition between ‘‘thick’’ and ‘‘thin’’ films would be
around 200 Å.

Having ruled out the presence of Cs-induced polarons
demonstrated that organic film thickness and initial wo
function play a crucial role in the position of the DOVS, w
now turn to surface photovoltage~SPV! as a possible mecha
nism for the appearance of DOVSs atEF . Under the SPV
scenario, nonequilibrium is the result of sample illuminatio

TABLE I. Summary of presence of gap states atEF for alkali
metal intercalated 6P films as a function of film thickness an
substrate work function

Organic film Substratef DOVS asEF

thick high yes
thick low no
thin high no
thin low no
n

u

.

hy
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and occupied electronic levelsin the darkshould be below
EF even for the smallest amount of bipolarons present on
sample surface. In order to test for SPV, we measured
sample work function change as a function of Cs expos
with KP in complete darkness. As is clear from Fig. 4, t
work function changes measured by UPS and KP are in
cellent agreement. This result rules out the occurrence
ultraviolet light-induced surface photovoltage in this partic
lar case, and leads to the conclusion that the low cover
Cs-induced gap statesare indeed found at an energy equal
or above the Fermi level of the substrate@as depicted in Fig.
1~a!#. Consequently, the sample surface~with bipolarons
present! and the substrate are not in thermodynamic equi
rium at low ILs.

As the total exposure to Cs increases, metal atoms diff
through the film and react to form bipolarons in the bulk. T
effective thickness of pristine 6P is reduced and thermody
namic equilibrium is slowly established, as shown by t
progressive change of themeasuredwork function of the
organic film. The dependence of the presence of a me
induced DOVS atEF on the organic film thickness, and th
importance of diffusion of the metal atoms is fully support
by the results of Fig. 5. For the present 6P thickness, Cs has
presumably diffused through the whole 6P film for an IL
between 7% and 50%. Yet, detailed mechanisms leadin
the gradual decrease of the sample work function, such as
reduction of the substrate work function by Cs diffusing
the interface, cannot be ascertained from the present ex
ments alone, and will be the subject of future investigatio

IV. SUMMARY

We have shown that thermodynamic equilibrium betwe
the substrate and the surface of a thin molecular film can
be implicitly assumed. Wide gap conjugated materials m
act as electrical insulators, precluding the alignment ofEF
throughout the film and leading to misinterpretations of ph
toemission data of organic/inorganic interfaces.
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